Your Connected Home Solution...

- Easy Intuitive Use from Any Smart Device or PC
- Stay Connected & In Control from Anywhere
- See Family, Pets & Home
- Keep Calm & Carry on
- Smart Home Solution

StarLink connect
StarLink Connect’s Remote Keypad App mirrors the one on your wall exactly and gives you total security control anywhere.

Professionally monitored security & today’s top wireless communications
Keep your family & property safe with 24/7 professional monitoring and emergency response. For new systems or adding on to existing ones, StarLink Connect® provides affordable remote conveniences while connecting your home to a licensed monitoring station wirelessly. We use today’s fastest multibillion dollar cyberprotected cellular networks, instead of relying on phone lines that can be gone, cut or down. We’ll get you the help you need in any emergency, quickly and dependably.

Your security is our #1 priority.
StarLink Connect® keeps you calm and in control no matter where you are from any smart device or PC: See status & take charge of your smart security system, which can include, cameras, thermostats, lighting & locking, set on a whim, on schedule, or grouped together as a scene.

Seeing is believing
Video monitoring & automatic video alerts keep you in the loop, from anywhere. Keep in touch with your home, look in on kids, pets or parents, etc. Get video, as if you’re there, in the event an alarm happens; or, if something doesn’t happen, like a child not returning from school when expected, or elders not journeying out, etc.
Notifications & Reminders
Connected & monitoring your home system network, StarLink Connect reports to you with the Text Messages, Pictures or Video, you want to see, when you want to see them. If a door is opened or left open. If there’s an alarm and the police respond. If someone arms or disarms your security system - as usual, or unexpectedly, you’ll know who & when. You do your thing there. We’ll keep you informed what’s happening back home.

Video on-demand or in text messages also Video Doorbell

Day or night, control lights, locks & more
Stay Connected & In Control from Anywhere

Stay Smartly in Control

Keep Calm & Carry on

See Family, Pets & Home
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